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Setting the stage
General Themes
1.

Background of flaws inherent in LIBOR and of need for reform

2.

Nature and objectives of proposed reforms – SOFR and other Fallback rates

3.

Transition period & Regulatory and Industry efforts – Avoid “value transfers”

4.

Risks posed to particular types of products and investment management activities

5.

Official Sector Warnings: Tackle the Amendment Process – Now
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
LIBOR – “the world’s most important number” – interest rate high-credit quality banks charge
one another for short-term, unsecured inter-bank financing
LIBOR began in late 1960s; expanded for use in derivatives in 1980s; now benchmark floating
rate for over $370 trillion of corporate loans, municipal bonds, mortgages, student loans, credit
cards, securitizations and derivatives – $200 trillion denominated in USD. Current
administrator, ICE Benchmark Administration (IBA), notes LIBOR also
“used as a gauge of market expectation regarding central bank interest rates, liquidity
premiums in the money markets and, during periods of stress, as an indicator of the health
of the banking system”
But two key flaws emerged in the financial crisis – one a scandal, the other structural
Today, scandal largely behind us, but structural flaws remain and, to most market regulators,
must now be addressed. SEC recently warned, “implementing alternative reference rates in
advance of the discontinuation has taken on urgency.”
CFTC Chair Tarbert warned Dec. 11, 2019 of need to avoid using “Zombie LIBOR”
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
Flaws emerge
•

LIBOR Background: Originally administered by BBA (British Bankers Association). In 1980s
rates were quoted for transactions of limited number of maturities, in only three currencies –
USD, Japanese Yen, British Pound. By financial crisis, however, BBA was publishing daily
rates for 150 different currency/tenor combinations – across 10 currencies each with 15
borrowing periods ranging from overnight to one year
▪

Enormous challenge for most banks, since sparse lending activity in many currencies
particularly at longer tenors

• Rate source: BBA derived rates from submissions of panel banks, each using its own
“perception of its cost of unsecured funds in the London interbank market”
o LIBOR rates originally intended to reflect each panel bank’s credit risk
o Note: No formal mechanism previously existed for reporting either transactions or data
forming the basis of bank submissions
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
• First Flaw:

Inherently subject to Manipulation – “Bid Rigging”

o During the financial crisis journalists and others uncovered considerable evidence suggesting

LIBOR rates being rigged to
(i) benefit panel banks’ trading positions or

(ii) artificially lower their borrowing costs and thereby minimize fears over the banks’
creditworthiness
One commentator describes it as “a fictional rate negotiated between
banks’ traders for their benefit” – see, generally, Wheatley Report Background (useful
background on early LIBOR markets)
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
▪ Former CFTC Commissioner/Current ISDA CEO Scott O’Malia – CFTC and other

regulators, asked:
•

“If bank credit is such a problem right now and they’re not lending, how is
[LIBOR] remaining so low?”

•

In 2008, CFTC was “trying to reconcile the low, stable price of LIBOR in the
financial records put that [information] together and understand how that
could be, that bank lending could remain totally stable and at low rates
while the crisis was going on.”

Also Notes – even in the middle of ongoing investigations panel banks continued the
manipulative practices
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
o More recently, allegations in private litigation of anomalies suggesting artificial suppression

and stabilization of LIBOR, specifically that:
▪ LIBOR inexplicably low compared to interest rate paid by Fed on excess reserves (IOER),

which is effectively a risk-free rates
▪ Rate depressed relative to comparable U.S. gov. security repo rates?

• Repos are secured transactions, similarly relatively risk-free
• Moreover, U.S. gov security repos generally have a zero risk-weighting for bank
capital purposes; inter-bank loans typically 20%
▪ LIBOR rates have shown unexpected stability, when analyzed in light of CDS spreads,

which are measures of credit risk
• Ordinarily would expect LIBOR submissions to have varied considerably over time
with varying perceptions of creditworthiness
• But evidence LIBOR submissions relatively flat over time, suggesting “market’s view
of creditworthiness did not make their way into [the] submissions”
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
o Regulatory Responses to Apparent Manipulation in the Financial Crisis:

▪ A host of regulatory authorities in the U.S., U.K., Canada, Japan, Switzerland and the

European Union initiated intensive and far-reaching investigations into the activities of
LIBOR panel banks

• ultimately nine institutions were fined a total of several billion dollars for their roles in
the misconduct, and a number of people went to jail
▪ Similarly, a number of private actions commenced
▪ UK: “Wheatley Review of LIBOR: Final Report” (Sep. 2012) – British government asked

Martin Wheatley, former Managing Director of the Financial Services Authority (FSA) and
Chief Executive-designate of the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), to review and
analyze the LIBOR rate setting process and suggest potential reforms
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
▪ Among other things (discussed below), Wheatley Report recommended that

(i) LIBOR administration be made a regulated activity and authority be given to prosecute
manipulation
(ii) Establish new set of institutions to administer LIBOR, along with governance reforms
(iii) Impose recordkeeping requirements, and transparency via delayed public disclosure of all
bank submissions

• Many of the recommendations implemented
• ICE Benchmark Administration (IBA) took over LIBOR administration in 2014
▪ U.S.: Alternative Reference Rate Committee (ARRC): Formed in 2014 in response to FSOC and

FSB calls for development of alternative interest rate benchmarks. ARRC intended as “a model of
public-private sector cooperation” but ultimately driven by the private sector and backed by a
more “‘muscular’ regulatory approach” – Remarks of Randal K. Quarles, Fed Vice Chair for
Supervision, June 3, 2019
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
• Second Flaw: Relatively Small and Diminishing Transaction Volumes
o The regulatory investigations into bank practices also revealed that rates were being set on the basis

of an exceedingly small and diminishing number of actual interbank transactions
o The flaw is structural:

▪ According to BBA while it administered LIBOR (since replaced by IBA), submissions were based

on “lowest perceived rate at which a bank could go into the London interbank money market and
obtain funding in reasonable market size, for a given maturity and currency”
BBA readily acknowledged LIBOR was “not necessarily based on actual transactions, as not all
banks will require funds in marketable size each day in each of the currencies/ maturities they
quote and so it would not be feasible to create a full suite of LIBOR rates if this was a
requirement. However, a bank will know what its credit and liquidity risk profile is from rates at
which it has dealt and can construct a curve to predict accurately the correct rate for currencies or
maturities in which it has not been active.” http://www.bbatrent.com/explained/the-basics
Recall that panel banks were expected to submit quotations for rates on 150 different
currency/tenor combinations.
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
▪ Considerable work has been done by IBA to strengthen and reform LIBOR under its

administration. For example:

• Maintains an Oversight Committee re rate setting mechanism and compliance with its
LIBOR Code of Conduct – i.e., a public-private committee of panel banks, benchmark
users, and infrastructure providers and observers from the Fed Board of Governors,
Swiss National Bank and Bank of England

• Pared number of rates quoted down from 150 to 35; now publishes LIBOR rates daily
in 5 currencies and 7 tenors (overnight to one year)

• FCA has the limited power to compel banks to submit LIBOR rates – under U.K.
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) and the EU Benchmarks
Regulation (BMR); in late 2017, EU designated LIBOR as a ‘critical’ benchmark
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
▪ Nevertheless, the central concern remains – the lack of actual transaction activity. Contributor

banks are supposed to base submissions whenever possible on actual transaction data. However,
IBA recognizes “the level of activity still remains too low in some tenors to support an entirely
transaction-based rate”. Accordingly, to ensure that submissions will be obtained, even where data
from actual transactions is insufficient, IBA rules permit banks to set rates on the basis of a waterfall
of (1) actual transactions, then, where those are insufficient, (2) “transaction-derived data” and
“expert judgment”:
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
▪ Likewise, according to Meredith Coffey, Exec. VP, Research and Regulation, of the LSTA:

“There just isn’t very much interbank lending.” “As an example, in USD LIBOR there are
$200 trillion of contracts that are priced daily of USD LIBOR. [About $4 trillion of that is for
syndicated credit facilities.] There is $500 Million of daily 3 month LIBOR trading….It’s not
stable. There isn’t going to be more interbank LIBOR-based lending.”
▪ Then-CEO of FSA, Andrew Bailey (Bloomberg Interview 2017) – Effectively we “reset

LIBOR after the crisis. The assumption behind that resetting was that transactions in
bank funding would re-emerge – but they haven’t. So the assumption that we have a
market in money … which would support LIBOR hasn’t happened”
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform

▪ Some SOFR activity (LSTA)

• December 13, 2019, Shell announced $10 bn revolver linked to SOFR via an
embedded option

• Other transactions linked to SOFR:
▪ Bank of China SOFR-based trade finance loan and commercial paper in Asia
▪ JP Morgan SOFR-linked preferred stock
▪ Fannie Mae SOFR-linked debt issuance

▪ Barclays commercial paper issuance
▪ Certain clearinghouses have planned 2020 transitions to SOFR
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
• Need for Reform:
o The Wheatley Report (2012) found

Low volume of interbank unsecured lending transactions, particularly for longer maturities;
o Note: increased regulatory capital and liquidity requirements a “permanent structural

change” – permanently lowering volumes
At low volumes, rate settings “dominated by credit risk” with “a large dispersion in the
perceived creditworthiness of [transacting] banks”
Therefore,
▪ “moving to a transaction-based model” might inject variability into quoted rates,

“put[ting] existing transactions at risk”
▪ purely transaction-based model “not a viable option in the short-term”; rather, rate

setting must remain highly dependent on “expert judgment”
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
o July 27, 2017, remarks that reportedly stunned much of the world of finance, FCA’s Andrew

Bailey observed that, despite “significant improvements to LIBOR” through substantial public
and private efforts, reforms ultimately failed to achieve their primary objective – i.e.,
▪ to anchor LIBOR submissions and rates on actual transactions that are “genuinely

representative of market conditions”
▪ failed “because the underlying market that LIBOR seeks to measure – the market for

unsecured wholesale term lending to banks – is no longer sufficiently active.”
o He noted elsewhere: “The current structure in our view depends excessively on expert

judgment by the submitting banks”. “This is not another scandal, this is about the longterm sustainability of the structure”
o U.S. regulators agree: Fed Vice Chair for Supervision, Randal K. Quarles: “Since 2014 the

official sector has publicly warned that LIBOR could become unstable. Not everyone paid
attention to those warnings, but the risks that we pointed to have materialized.”
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
o Bailey noted that the FCA had obtained a commitment from panel banks “voluntarily to

sustain LIBOR for a four to five year period, i.e. until end-2021”, to enable market
participants to transition to alternative benchmarks reflecting relatively risk-free rates
derived from dynamic, active underlying markets and no longer reliant on expert judgment
o “Our intention is that, at the end of this period, it would no longer be necessary for the FCA to

persuade, or compel, banks to submit to LIBOR. It would therefore no longer be necessary for
us to sustain the benchmark through our influence or legal powers.”
o Regulators in the U.S. now clearly expect that LIBOR is likely to cease being published in a

reliable manner after 2021. For example, SEC staff warned of the risk in July 2019:
“It is expected that a number of private-sector banks currently reporting information used
to set LIBOR will stop doing so after 2021 when their current reporting commitment
ends, which could either cause LIBOR to stop publication immediately or cause
LIBOR’s regulator to determine that its quality has degraded to the degree that it is no
longer representative of its underlying market.”
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LIBOR’s Flaws – Need for Reform
o Have about 24 months – possibly half that – until more hundreds of trillions of dollars of

contracts referencing LIBOR will need to transition to a new reference rate
o Working groups in each of the U.S., U.K., European Union, Japan and Switzerland have been

preparing recommendations for an alternative rate to LIBOR for their respective
currencies. The working group in the U.S. for USD LIBOR is the ARRC.
▪ Note on coordination with Clearinghouse transitioning to SOFR.
o Takeaway, as bluntly put by ARRC’s Chair, Tom Wipf:

“Wave Goodbye to Libor. Welcome Its Successor, SOFR.”
– Bloomberg, December 6, 2019
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LIBOR phase-out background

Cause

Effect

Remedy

Nonrepresentative

Discontinuation

Replacement

• LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate) is
• U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
determined by banks submitting borrowing
announced that banks would no longer be
rates and is currently used as the
required to submit rates to LIBOR after
benchmark rate for 100s of trillions of
2021
dollars worth of financial contracts
• Regulators have signaled that continued
• After the 2008 financial crisis,
reliance on LIBOR could present a systemic
uncollaterized interbank lending
risk and announced it will be phased out.
significantly decreased causing banks to
submit rates based on judgement without a
reliable way to confirm the submitted rates
were accurate

• The NY Fed Alternative Reference Rates
Committee (ARRC) was formed to identify an
alternative to LIBOR and encourage voluntary
adoption
• SOFR was chosen as the replacement rate in
the US
• CME and LCH are planning to begin
discounting cleared trades and calculating PAI
using SOFR in October 2020

• Recent scandals and billions of dollars in
fines demonstrate that LIBOR is susceptible
to manipulation

Proprietary and confidential
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Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) overview
Understanding the alternative reference rate chosen by the ARRC for the U.S.
SOFR is a transaction-based rate that represents the cost of borrowing cash overnight on a collateralized/secured basis.
• Published at ~8am ET by the NY Fed for the previous trading day (https://apps.newyorkfed.org/markets/autorates/sofr)
• Daily volume typically exceeds $800bn
• Factors that drive changes in repo rates will drives changes in SOFR include:
• Reduced Balance Sheet Availability: at quarter-ends
banks increase cash to meet regulatory tests and
requirements. This cash hoard is funded by repo
borrowing, which pushes repo rates up. Largest
contributor to year-end spike in repo rates/SOFR.

• Fed Funds Target Rate (lower): rate paid by Fed in
reverse repos, so increases in Fed Funds target rate
will drive repo rates/SOFR higher. Most significant
driver and establishes baseline range for SOFR.

Proprietary and confidential
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SOFR risk and valuation drivers
The risk dynamics of SOFR are driven by the forces impacting the Treasury
repo market
MMF sensitivity to T-Bill Issuance: Money
market funds (“MMF”) account for about half
of the repo market activity from which SOFR
is calculated. MMFs can typically invest in
repo, Treasury Bills, and discount notes. An
increase in T-Bill issuance will push yields
higher, causing MMFs to substitute bills for
repo assets, driving an increase in repo rates.

Fed Funds Target Rate: The lowest US rate is
the rate paid by the Fed to investors in
reverse repo transactions. This rate is the
lower bound of the Fed Funds target range;
increases in the Fed Funds target range will
drive an increase in repo rates. This is
normally the most significant driver of SOFR.
Federal Reserve unwind: The Fed’s balance
sheet unwind puts more collateral into the
market, which needs to be funded via repo
transactions, increasing repo rates. Market
uncertainty surrounding Fed policy with
respect to the unwind introduces additional
volatility to repo rates.

Treasury repo
market – key
dynamics and risk
factors

Government MMF balance increase: Higher
balances in government MMFs result in more
cash available for repo, which lowers repo
rates.
Flight to safety/quality: Periods of market
stress in “risk assets” including equities,
corporate bonds, real estate, et. al. increase
demand for Treasury repo collateral, pushing
repo rates down.

Increased Treasury issuance: As the
Treasury issues more debt, more aggregate
collateral will require funding, driving an
increase in repo rates.

Sustained low volatility environment:
Generally lower volatility environments induce
banks to allocate capital away from trading
desks to repo desks, creating more balance
sheet capacity and pushing repo rates down.

Reduced bank balance sheet availability: Bank
balance sheets typically experience greater
pressure at quarter end and year end; these
liquidity and capital needs are often funded
through repo, which increases repo rates.

Day-to-day volatility and period-end repo market activity have been persistent obstacles to market acceptance of SOFR.

Proprietary and confidential
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Spot SOFR vs. SOFR Compounded-in-Arrears

Proprietary and confidential
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1-month LIBOR vs. SOFR Compounded-in-Arrears

Proprietary and confidential
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Forward vs. Realized 1-month Term SOFR

Proprietary and confidential
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Timeline of RFR adoption in the U.S.
Material SOFR issuance began in mid 2018; a few selected dates from the
Paced Transition Plan (PTP), and market events, are noted below
2014

Nov. 17th, 2014 FRBNY
convenes ARRC to
discuss and identify
best practices for US
alternative references
rates

2017

June 2017 ARRC identifies
SOFR as the preferred
alternative to USD LIBOR

July 2017 The UK Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA)
announces that it will no
longer compel banks to
contribute to LIBOR beyond
2021

2019

2018

March 2018 ARRC expands its membership
and working groups to include a larger
group of market participants
April 3, 2018 NY Fed begins publishing
daily SOFR rates
May 7th, 2018 CME launches SOFR futures
July 26th, 2018 Fannie Mae issues $6bn in
SOFR indexed notes (6, 12, and 18m terms)
July 2018 ARRC issues guiding principles
for fallback language
August 2018 The World Bank issues a $1bn
2y floating rate note indexed to SOFR;
Credit Suisse issues a $100M 6m SOFR
indexed CD; Barclays issues $525M in SOFR
indexed commercial paper; MetLife issues
$1bn 2y note
September 24th, 2018 ARRC releases
proposed USD LIBOR contract language

As of October 2019

Proprietary and confidential

Oct 2018 CME begins clearing IRS using
SOFR PAI & discounting; ICE launches SOFR
futures
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Q1 2019 Cumulative
issuance of SOFR-linked
debt reaches $65b; over
75% from GSEs
Q1 2019 Indicative SOFRbased term reference rates
under development;
dialogue around
compounding methods
underway
Mid 2019 Final
recommendations on safer
contract language for
FRNs, business loans, and
securitizations

Future

2020

Jan 2020: CME planning
to offer SOFR options
H1 2020: FRBNY planning
to publish daily SOFR
averages and potentially a
daily SOFR index
Oct 2020: LCH and CME
to shift trillions of dollars
of IRDs to SOFR for PAI
and PV discounting

2021

Q3 2021 CCPs to end
clearing contracts tied
to EFFR for PAI and
discounting
EOY 2021 ARRC’s target
for a derivatives market
with sufficient liquidity
to generate a SOFR term
structure
EOY 2021 FCA will no
longer compel banks to
provide LIBOR
submissions

Late 2019 Results of ISDA
consultations on fallbacks
to USD-LIBOR
Q2 2019 ARRC launched
infrastructure and
operating working group

chathamfinancial.com

LIBOR-SOFR transition issues

Proprietary and confidential

Liquidity

Value transfer

LIBOR has liquidity for both exchangetraded and OTC transactions while SOFR
has little liquidity, especially for OTC

Adjusted RFRs will not match the relevant
IBOR exactly which will likely lead to a value
transfer

Payment structure

Fallback provisions

LIBOR resets at the beginning of 1 of 7
interest periods while SOFR is an overnight
rate that resets daily

ISDA intends to select fallback triggers, that
will be automatically incorporated into new
trades

Term structure

Product conventions

SOFR is forward-looking, and the derivatives
market has indicated a preference for
backward-looking construction

ARRC fallback language used for cash
products may not apply or could apply
differently to consumer products
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LIBOR transition
ISDA and ARRC (NY Fed) consultations

Temporary LIBOR
unavailability

Triggers

Agent polls third-party banks and
calculate an average LIBOR

1.

2.

Public statement from Benchmark
administrator indicating
permanent cessation
Public statement from public
authority indicating permanent
cessation

Many legacy loans include one or more of the
following:
1. Polling (consistent with ISDA)
2. Prime
3. Fed Funds + spread
ISDA Triggers plus pre-cessation triggers:
1. Index not published for five consecutive
business days
2. An insufficient number of dealers provide
quotes
3. Public statement from regulators indicating
benchmark is no longer representative

Replacement rate

SOFR
(Compounded Setting in Arrears Rate)

Term SOFR
↓
Compounded SOFR
↓
Replacement Benchmark / Endorsed Replacement
Rate

Spread adjustment

Historical Mean/Median Approach

Spread Adjustment methodology as selected or
endorsed by relevant Government body
↓
Spread Adjustment methodology as selected by
ISDA

Proprietary and confidential
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Post-RFR adoption considerations

Potential for higher
interest payments

Economic mismatch

Ongoing hedging

Depending on the terms of your
credit agreement language, if LIBOR
goes away you may revert to a
fallback rate above the initially
agreed upon rate

If LIBOR is replaced in both the
credit agreement and interest rate
swap but the updated reference
rate does not match, an economic
mismatch will exist

As market participants begin
adopting the new reference rate,
liquidity will take time to develop.
Additionally, understanding a new
index creates an administrative
burden for all parties involved

Proprietary and confidential
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OTC liquidity
A look at SONIA to understand SOFR

Sterling Overnight Interbank Average (SONIA)

Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR)

Established

March 1997

April 2018

Underlying

Overnight Sterling borrowings between
financial institutions

Overnight Repo Markets

YTD traded notional1

SONIA:
$7.6 trillion

GBP LIBOR:
$10 trillion

SOFR:
$373.3 billion

USD LIBOR:
$117.6 trillion

YTD trade count2

SONIA:
12,259

GBP LIBOR:
88,776

SOFR:
1,192

USD LIBOR:
666,484

To be priced off SONIA Swaps

Term rates

Other

1
2

market exceeds £10 trillion in cleared notional

SONIA-linked FRN issuance began in 2018
£25 billion in total principal

Liquidity still needs to grow
CME and LCH will move from Fed Funds to SOFR
discounting and PAI in 2020
first swaps cleared in 2018

As of December 16, 2019 per ISDASwapsInfo. Quoted in USD.
As of December 16, 2019 per ISDASwapsInfo.

Proprietary and confidential
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Next steps
What companies can do now to prepare for the transition

Inventory

Assess

Evaluate

Understand

Inventory current LIBOR
exposure under existing loans
and derivatives with a focus
on those maturing after 2021

Assess fallback language
and understand what rate
the debt would fallback to
currently

Evaluate models and
system impacts to learn
what adjustments may be
required based on a switch
to SOFR

Understand the anticipated
financing schedule for both
refinancing existing debt
and adding new debt

Proprietary and confidential
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Engage and learn with Chatham

Visit Chatham’s resource center for more educational content
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Investment Management Risks
Risks to particular products types and investment management activities
Impending demise of LIBOR as a reliable benchmark, possibly in as little as 12-18 months,
signals an urgent need to amend possibly hundreds of trillions of dollars of contracts of various
types
▪ Not only derivatives, but also cash products such as bilateral and syndicated loans,

floating rate notes, securitizations, and the like

• Derivatives: Many existing contracts contemplate LIBOR’s temporary unavailability.
Consider this key example from the ISDA 2006 Definitions (emphasis added):
(xxii) "USD-LIBOR-BBA" means that the rate for a Reset Date will be the rate for
deposits in U.S. Dollars for a period of the Designated Maturity which appears on the
Reuters Screen LIBOR01 Page as of 11:00 a.m., London time, on the day that is two
London Banking Days preceding that Reset Date. If such rate does not appear on the
Reuters Screen LIBOR01 Page, the rate for that Reset Date will be determined as if
the parties had specified "USD-LIBOR-Reference Banks" as the applicable Floating
Rate Option.…
36

Investment Management Risks
(xxv) "USD-LIBOR-Reference Banks" means that the rate for a Reset Date will be
determined on the basis of the rates at which deposits in U.S. Dollars are offered by the
Reference Banks at approximately 11:00 a.m., London time, on the day that is two
London Banking Days preceding that Reset Date to prime banks in the London interbank
market for a period of the Designated Maturity commencing on that Reset Date and in a
Representative Amount. The Calculation Agent will request the principal London office of
each of the Reference Banks to provide a quotation of its rate. If at least two such
quotations are provided, the rate for that Reset Date will be the arithmetic mean of the
quotations. If fewer than two quotations are provided as requested, the rate for that Reset
Date will be the arithmetic mean of the rates quoted by major banks in New York City,
selected by the Calculation Agent, at approximately 11:00 a.m., New York City time, on
that Reset Date for loans in U.S. Dollars to leading European banks for a period of the
Designated Maturity commencing on that Reset Date and in a Representative Amount.
That’s it. Nothing explicitly addressing how the rate is to be determined if LIBOR has either
(x) been permanently discontinued or (y) ceased to be quoted in sufficient amounts or with
sufficient frequency to be a reliable measure of bank funding costs.
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Investment Management Risks
•

Syndicated Loans: Similarly, few syndicated credit agreements today contain language contemplating
LIBOR’s permanent demise. The LSTA’s Form of Credit Agreement, for example, contains the following
typical provision regarding LIBOR’s unavailability:
“LIBO Rate” means, with respect to any LIBO Rate Loan for any Interest Period, the greater of (a) the
rate appearing on the applicable [Bloomberg][Reuters] page … at approximately 11:00 a.m., London time,
two Business Days prior to the commencement of such Interest Period, as the rate for dollar deposits with
a maturity comparable to such Interest Period; provided that (i) if such rate is not available at such time
for any reason, then the “LIBO Rate” with respect to such LIBO Rate Loan for such Interest Period shall
be the Interpolated Rate, and (ii) if the Interpolated Rate is not available, the “LIBO Rate” … shall be the
offered quotation rate to first class banks in the London interbank market by the Person that is the
Administrative Agent for deposits (for delivery on the first day of the relevant period) in Dollars of amounts
in same day funds comparable to the principal amount of the applicable Loan of such Person, in its
capacity as a Lender (or, if it is not a Lender of such Loan, in such amount determined by the
Administrative Agent) for which the LIBO Rate is then being determined with maturities comparable to
such Interest Period at approximately 11:00 a.m., London time, two Business Days prior to the
commencement of such Interest Period and (b) [____]%.
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Investment Management Risks
“Interpolated Rate” means, at any time, the rate per annum determined by the Administrative
Agent (which determination shall be conclusive and binding absent manifest error) to be equal
to the rate that results from interpolating on a linear basis between: (a) the rate as displayed on
the applicable [Bloomberg] [Reuters] page (or on any successor or substitute page or service
providing quotations of interest rates applicable to dollar deposits in the London interbank
market comparable to those currently provided on such page, as determined by the
Administrative Agent from time to time; in each case the “Screen Rate”) for the longest period
(for which that Screen Rate is available) that is shorter than the Interest Period and (b) the
Screen Rate for the shortest period (for which that Screen Rate is available) that exceeds the
Interest Period, in each case, at approximately 11:00 a.m., London time, two Business Days
prior to the commencement of such Interest Period.

Again, that’s it. Nothing explicitly addressing how the rate is to be determined in the event of
LIBOR’s permanent cessation or unreliability.
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Investment Management Risks
• Other Products:

The approaches to LIBOR cessation or unreliability taken by other products and
markets, such as securitizations, floating rate notes and mortgages, tend to be conceptually
comparable to those taken by the derivatives and syndicated loan markets
o To the extent they vary from an ISDA or LSTA approach, they usually do so by leaving the

determination of the relevant lenders or bank counterparties acting in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner, but sometime the language permits its sole discretion

• Thinking the Unthinkable: Note on Impossibility, Force Majeure, Frustration of Contract and the
like:

In assessing the urgency of the need to modify affected contracts to account for the demise of
LIBOR, it is instructive to consider the potential consequences of a contract’s failure to account for
that demise.
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Investment Management Risks
A number of common law doctrines might conceivably be invoked here, including impossibility,
impracticability, force majeure, mutual mistake, frustration of contract, and other similar
“unexpected circumstances” doctrines. The difficulties with all of them include uncertainty of
application, uncertainty of remedy if applied, and the near certainty of extraordinarily high costs
and delays of litigation given the potentially overwhelming number of cases.
These doctrines are often exceedingly difficult to define with precision, and many of them overlap
considerably. Still, a few key observations about them may be helpful. In particular, any court
considering them would be likely to ask, based on the parties’ objective manifestations of intent:
▪ Foreseeability – Was LIBOR’s demise reasonably foreseeable?
▪ Mistake or Bad Bet – Were the parties “mistaken” as to a fact or did they simply make an

erroneous prediction?
▪ Risk Allocation – Did the parties contractually allocate the risk of LIBOR’s demise?
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Investment Management Risks
• Remedies?

Even if one of the doctrines is held to apply, there may be little clarity in advance
regarding the remedy a court might be expected to apply. For example, would it find the defect so
fundamental as to void the contract? If so, would equitable remedies such as restitution be
available? Might the court decide to reform the contract itself, thus re-writing the contract to
include an appropriate alternative benchmark, perhaps with an adjustment, or not?
▪ Potential Legislation – Some jurisdictions, including New York, are considering addressing

the issue legislatively, but it is difficult to see how a legislative solution could satisfactorily
address the present uncertainty
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Investment Management Risks
Official Sector Warnings: Tackle the Amendment Process – Now
U.S. regulators, including banking regulators, the CFTC and the SEC, are fully engaged in
promoting and supporting industry and private-sector efforts to address LIBOR ahead of any
potential crisis or market disruption. The SEC warns that an issuer’s risks will be exacerbated
by its failure timely to complete an orderly transition alternative rates.

With further delays in scheduled transition becoming increasingly unlikely, the investment
management industry needs to proactively engage in LIBOR reform

• July 12, 2019, SEC staff, including the Division of Investment Management, published a
statement encouraging proactively management of the transition away from LIBOR. It
outlined the following areas warranting increased attention:
▪ Due Diligence Overview: Review for presence of LIBOR provisions investment,

funding, risk management contracts scheduled to extend past anticipated date of
alternative rate transition – earlier of (x) trigger event and (y) year-end 2021
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Investment Management Risks
o Legacy/existing agreements
▪ Investment Management Agreement guidelines tied to LIBOR?
o Agreements anticipated to be executed in near future
▪ Should these be entered only on new benchmark terms?

• Even those likely need further fallback provisions – e.g., agreements
referencing “term SOFR”, which is currently unavailable, might need daily
SOFR alternative
o Note on structured products: Review for LIBOR provisions not only main

instrument but also reference assets/obligations – e.g., TRS on loans

▪ Determine whether LIBOR provisions found in legacy contracts contemplate
permanent discontinuation/unreliability of LIBOR or, instead, merely address
temporary unavailability
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Investment Management Risks
o If a legacy contract (as discussed above) does not address LIBOR’s permanent

demise and the contract will extend past expected transition date, consider what
impact that might have on the hedging strategy or risk of otherwise related
positions
▪ With hedged or related agreements, will new negotiation of new fallback

language create possibility of misalignment/mismatching of contracts with the
related hedges or positions?

• Potential cash flow impact?
• Even if Potential continuing basis risk
o If a legacy contract does not address LIBOR’s permanent demise and the contract

will extend past expected transition date, consider steps to be taken to mitigate the
risk, e.g.
▪ Bilateral amendments practicable?

• Consider engaging counterparties immediately to renegotiate
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Investment Management Risks
▪ If syndicated facility, determine status of agent/borrower negotiations
▪ ISDA Protocol(s) likely to be available?
▪ With respect to derivatives on reference obligations, consider whether

underlying portfolio can be actively managed by, e.g.,

• Replacing/ substituting out any LIBOR loans
• Negotiating amendments of reference obligations
▪ Notify traders not to extend problematic contracts where extension option

approaching
▪ Consider unwinding positions
▪ Consider whether legislative fixes likely
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Investment Management Risks
o If legacy contracts do not address LIBOR’s permanent demise, are they,

individually or in the aggregate, material and thus implicate potential disclosure
issues?
o If contract does contemplate LIBOR’s demise, does the legacy contractual fallback

language continue to be acceptable? Division of Investment Management notes,
e.g., “[i]n certain cases, for example, a floating rate obligation may become a fixed
rate obligation.”
▪ If legacy contracts do not address LIBOR’s permanent demise, how significant are the

LIBOR provisions? Would unenforceability of LIBOR defeat parties’ intent? Is there an
easily adopted alternative rate available?
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Addressing Specific Product Types
Status of ISDA, LSTA and ARRC Efforts
ISDA, the LSTA and the ARRC have been separately working on benchmark reform for several
years. All have offered considerable industry guidance, the overriding objective of which is to
provide for a transition to replacement rates based on
(i) actual transactions, not based on expert discretion, and to do so

(ii) without creating “winners and losers” due to value transfers – i.e., the applicable
replacement rate, adjusted as applicable, should approximate as closely as possible the
parties’ original intent, or what LIBOR would have been had it continued and functioned
in a reliable form

•

ISDA Documentation: Although important issues remain open, ISDA has recently
resolved several critical timing and substantive issues; ISDA now working on amendments
to floating rate option provisions of Section 7.1 of the 2006 ISDA Definitions reflecting
these
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Addressing Specific Product Types
❖

Note on ISDA Timeline: The amendments will be set forth in a Supplement to the Definitions,
to be published in Q1 2020 along with an ISDA Protocol enabling adhering parties, multilaterally,
to effect bilateral amendments of legacy ISDA documentation

❖

CFTC Update: CFTC Chair Heath Tarbert announced at Dec. 11, 2019 MRAC meeting that
CFTC is working to provide, by Dec. 20, LIBOR-transition related relief to remove regulatory
barriers to converting LIBOR swaps to SOFR, particularly to preserve legacy status of existing
ISDA agreements once amended to incorporate fallbacks or change reference rates, thereby
avoiding capture in CFTC initial margin requirements

▪ ISDA: Two “Permanent Cessation” Triggers: A public announcement that LIBOR

administrator ceased or will cease to provide LIBOR rates permanently or indefinitely (if no
successor administrator will continue to provide), with such announcement made by
o

LIBOR administrator (or on its behalf) or

o

Federal Reserve or a regulatory supervisor, insolvency official or resolution authority, or
similar court, with respect to the administrator
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Addressing Specific Product Types
• SOFR, compounded setting in arrears, to replace USD LIBOR: The key issue to
address was selection of suitable fallback reference rate once LIBOR discontinued.
After industry consultations and discussions with the ARRC and regulators, ISDA
selected SOFR compounded in arrears as replacement rate
“The compounded setting in arrears rate is the relevant RFR observed over a period of time
that is generally equivalent to the relevant IBOR tenor (e.g., 3 months for 3-month USD
LIBOR) and compounded daily during that period. It will be calculated and published for
each relevant IBOR tenor.”
Operational Note: Making calculations at end of compounding period – i.e., in arrears –
introduces operational challenges not present with term rates set in advance. Few market
participants currently have systems in place to quickly make calculations and fund resulting
payments based on them
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Addressing Specific Product Types
“Two-banking-day backward shift adjustment”: To ease those operational concerns
with compounded-setting in arrears methodology, ISDA will incorporate a two-banking-day
backward shift adjustment. Thus, same day payments will not be required at end of interest
period

• Potential Issue: With hedged loans, shift may cause misalignment of swap and loan
interest periods and cash flows. Note some loan market participants have proposed
instead, for example, a two banking day grace period or other similar delays
▪

“Term SOFR” solution? Term SOFR, where rate for interest period known in
advance, is generally preferred for greater certainty of calculations and cash flows.
However, Term SOFR markets are not yet sufficiently developed, though they are
expected to be
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Addressing Specific Product Types
▪ Spread Adjustment: ISDA has also decided on a 5-year historical median approach to

the spread adjustment for derivatives referencing USD LIBOR
▪ ARRC explains a “critical difference” between LIBOR and SOFR is that LIBOR factors in

price of bank credit risk. Since SOFR is a risk-free rate, a spread adjustment is needed
to compensate for LIBOR’s credit risk component
o ISDA has decided upon a one-time adjustment that will remain constant (“static”)

upon trigger event, with no transition period
o Potential Issue: May be a misalignment with loan market, which contemplates a

transition period during which the spread will be phased-in based on interpolation,
thus minimizing risk of disruption from potential “cliff effect”
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Addressing Specific Product Types
▪ Key Remaining open issues:
o Pre-Cessation Triggers? ISDA’s consultations revealed lack of agreement among

membership as to inclusion of a pre-cessation trigger – where LIBOR continues but
has been deemed to be “non-representative”
▪ “Zombie LIBOR”: Absence of Pre-Cessation Trigger creates Potential Issue

for Investment Managers: Consider fiduciary duty, contractual obligations and
disclosure implications if continue pricing off LIBOR that’s become “nonrepresentative”. CFTC Chair Tarbert noted at Dec. 11, 2019 MRAC meeting his
concern with use of a “Zombie LIBOR” that lacks integrity as a true benchmark
▪ Further Pre-Cessation Trigger Consultation: ISDA Plans to publish this

consultation in first half of 2020
▪

if then decide to include pre-cessation, will be via a subsequent Protocol; will
not hold up commencement of the Protocol.
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Addressing Specific Product Types
o Loan and other “Cash Product” Documentation: LIBOR fallbacks of most legacy loan

agreements, securitizations and floating rate notes (FRNs) do not contemplate permanent
cessation or unreliability of LIBOR, so many will need to be amended. For several reasons
that may be more problematic here than with ISDA agreements:
▪ cash markets do not utilize multilateral amendment mechanisms comparable to the ISDA

Protocol process
▪ cash product documentation is typically less standardized than ISDA documentation
▪ amending economic terms of syndicated facilities and other instruments ordinarily requires

unanimous consent of every affected lender or holder
Accordingly, greater uncertainty arises as to prospects for promptly amending relevant
agreements to incorporate suitable alternative benchmark provisions
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Addressing Specific Product Types
LSTA Guidance: LSTA has conducted significant loan market outreach to alert and inform
membership of issues presented by LIBOR’s impending cessation and to offer assistance in
amending their loan documentation
▪

LSTA preparing a “SOFR Concept Credit Agreement” incorporating appropriate SOFR
related provisions in place of existing LIBOR terms; could serve as template for future
credit agreements or as basis for target terms for amending legacy agreements

▪

Concept agreement will not, however, provide guidance for transition process

ARRC Guidance:
o Guiding Principles: July 2018 the ARRC published a set of “guiding principles” to be used by

private parties in developing fallback provisions anticipating LIBOR’s demise
o Fallback Language: Mid-2019 it published detailed recommendations for amendments to

documentation for specific cash product types – e.g., bilateral and syndicated loans,
securitizations and FRNs – where fallback provisions would subsequently become effective
upon specified triggers. Note: recommendations, not mandates
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Addressing Specific Product Types
Key Features of ARRC Fallback Language:
o Main concepts addressed by the ARRC’s product-specific fallback provisions are

▪ “Benchmark Transition Event” – identifies events that will trigger conversion to new

alternative rate structure, i.e.,

• two LIBOR cessation events comparable to those identified by ISDA – i.e.,
announcements by relevant persons that LIBOR has or will cease – and

• if applicable, a pre-cessation trigger upon FCA public statement that LIBOR is “no
longer representative”
▪ Note potential mismatch with hedges: ARRC recommended this non-

representativeness trigger despite potential for mismatches with ISDA – it was not
clear at time the ARRC released its recommendations whether ISDA would
eventually adopt this trigger
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Addressing Specific Product Types
▪ “Benchmark Replacement” – generally specify either a waterfall of replacement benchmark

rates or, if applicable, a process for determining replacement rate
• generally (subject to exceptions) prefer SOFR rates
• where applicable, prefer Term SOFR over compounded SOFR
• waterfall may include ISDA’s fallback rate one or more levels below SOFR rates
• where rate (or spread adjustment) is to be selected by Lender, Administrative Agent and

Borrower, issuer (or designee) or Designated Transaction Representative, due
consideration to be given to, as applicable, (i) selection or recommendation of Relevant
Governmental Body (ARRC) or (ii) “evolving or then-prevailing market convention” or (iii)
“industry-accepted” rate (or spread adjustment)
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Addressing Specific Product Types
• “Benchmark Replacement Adjustment” – in general, this specifies for non-consumer

transactions either a waterfall of methodologies to calculate the adjustment or, if applicable, a
process for determining it
• generally prefers adjustment specified by Relevant Governmental Body (ARRC)
• may then fallback to ISDA adjustment
• Note: “Benchmark Replacement Conforming Changes” – given substantial variation in

details of legacy agreements, provision permits Lender, Administrative Agent, Designated
Transaction Representative (designated at origin of securitization) or issuer/designee (for
FRNs) to make “technical, administrative or operational” changes at any time
▪

Prepayments: Should permit such parties to amend to account for added complexity of
interest calculations following prepayments under compounded SOFR

• Note: “Future-Proofing”: Waterfall approach to determinations allows provisions to be re-

used in “highly unlikely event” replacement benchmark discontinued
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Addressing Specific Product Types
o Note re Legacy Agreements:

Many legacy agreements have broadly worded “unavailability” provisions that were
intended to apply only to temporary suspensions or unavailability of LIBOR – however, the
provisions do not expressly provide they may not be applied to a permanent cessation of
LIBOR. Generally, courts are highly reluctant to ignore clear contractual wording; here
likely wouldn’t want burden of fashioning equitable relief or taking other drastic remedial
action – e.g., “reforming” the agreement by amendments to include fallback provisions.
Thus, a real danger arises that a court will apply original provisions to permanent LIBOR
cessation, finding, perhaps, that the relevant rate should
(i) be based on LIBOR rate in effect for the last interest reset date or
(ii) in a syndicated facility, convert to a fixed rate based on LIBOR in effect for the last

reset date.
Either possibility unlikely to be satisfactory for some or all parties
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Addressing Specific Product Types
Bilateral and Sydicated Loans – ARRC Fallback Language alternative Approaches
o “Hardwired Approach” – “streamlined amendment process” with Benchmark Replacement and

Benchmark Replacement Adjustment determined according to specified waterfall
o “Amendment Approach” – Benchmark Replacement and Benchmark Replacement Adjustment

each determined by, for bilateral loans, Lender or, for syndicated facilities, Administrative
Agent and Borrower
▪ Given thousands of facilities that would need amending concurrently upon a trigger,

Amendment Approach allows parties an initial period (ARRC suggests up to 90 days), prior
to preannounced trigger to negotiate relevant amendments
o “Hedged-Loan Approach” – for bilateral loans, goal is to minimize basis risk between amended

bilateral loan and related hedge by automatically conforming benchmark amendments under
the loan to those of the hedge
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